By (l), it follows that R < r/(1 -p),and by combining this with (3) we get the desired result. u
Combining (1) and (2), the client can characterize any later time t > ; by:
where
and
To estimate the time, the client uses either L(t) or U(t), depending on which is more conservative.
In particular, to detect replays of authentication protocol messages, principals use the following rules for estimating time:
(1) When timestamping an authentication protocol message to allow others to detect a later replay of that message, the sender sets the message timestamp to T = L(t).
(2) A recipient accepts an authentication protocol message with timestamp The benefit of this scheme is that it is fail-safe, in the following sense: for the message satisfies T < t. Now consider a recipient at time t + A, where A is the lifetime of the message. Since at the recipient, t + A < .!7(t + A), it follows that T + A < U(t + A). Thus, the message will be rejected as invalid. It is also given the public key of the time service to synchronize its clock as in Section 3.1.1.
The protocol by which clients obtain certificates from the authentication service is shown in Figure 3 . A client C requests a certificate for a principal P by sending the identifier for P and a timestamp T to the servers. We hope to explore alternative implementations of name services to address these issues in the future.
We stress, however, that applications are not bound to use any particular name service or even to name their groups at all. Also, we permit multiple name services in our architecture, opening the possibility that highly secure name services could exist side-by-side with less secure ones.
The Group Join Protocol
Once a process has obtained the group address for a group, it can request to join the group. (Alternatively, it can request to become a client of the group; this is discussed in Section 4.4.) In this section we detail the protocol by which a process joins the group. In parts (a) and (b) of Figure  9 are average latencies for member-to-group RPC interactions.
In a member-to-group RPC, one member multicasts a single message to the group, and all other members acknowledge (with a null message 
